I. INTRODUCTION
INCE the diversity in signal polarization can be exploited S to improve the accuracy of angle estimates, using diversely polarized arrays for angle estimation has recently attracted considerable attention. As a result, a number of angle estimation techniques have been developed for diversely-polarized array, which include specialized versions of the MUSIC [ I ] , [3] and ESPRIT [4] - [7] , and ML [2] , 181, as well as the Cramer-Rao bound analysis [9] , [IO] . Both the MUSIC and ESPRIT techniques require fewer computations than the ML. But, for coherent signals, the MUSIC [I] , [3] and ESPRIT [4] - [7] fail. However, the MUSIC and Pencil-MUSIC methods proposed in [ l 11 circumvent the coherent case.
We note that the "pencil" appears to be a key concept which connects a class of estimation methods such as the pencil-offunction method [ 191, the matrix pencil method [20] , ESPRIT [21] , the state-space method [22] and the SURE method [12] . The Pencil-MUSIC will remind one of the Root-MUSIC (231. While the Root-MUSIC method can be modified and applied to the 2-D estimation problem shown in this paper, the Pencil-MUSIC method is much more efficient in computation because it solves a generalized eigenvalue problem of much smaller size than the polynomial rooting required by the Root-MUSIC. Another distinction between the Pencil-MUSIC and Root-MUSIC is that the former uses the signal subspace and the latter uses the noise subspace.
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methods: the MUSIC and Pencil-MUSIC methods [ l I] . For the MUSIC method, the analysis is made by means of the Taylor series expansion of a multivariate function, which is a generalization of the methodology used in [12] , [13] . The analysis for the Pencil-MUSIC method is a further extension of the approach used for the SURE method in [12] . A better understanding of the MUSIC and Pencil-MUSIC methods is obtained as a result of the analysis.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section I1 includes the problem considered in [ 1 I] and the introduction of the enhanced covariance matrix. Section 111 presents a brief review of the MUSIC and Pencil-MUSIC methods, a discussion on the consistency of the two methods and a couple of preliminary results. Section IV contains theoretical results for the MUSIC and Pencil-MUSIC estimates. Section V discusses numerical examples. Section VI is the conclusion. The ranges of parameters for the above data model should be restricted. For the identifiability of q;, 0, # ~/ 2 and y; # 0, and y; # ~/ 2 when using the Pencil-MUSIC method. Later we will see that, in the Pencil-MUSIC method, 0; and 4; are computed from pi and pi. For the identifiability of + i , 0; # 0; to avoid ambiguity in 0; and 4;, 0 < A,, Ay < T/wo and 0; is assumed in the upper half plane. Due to the above consideration, we confine the ranges of &, 7, to 0 < 0; < ~/ 2 and 0 < y; < ~/ 2 . The ranges of 4;, 71; are unchanged, -T 5 4; 5 T and -T 5 7; 5 T.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Define 2MN-element column vectors Z ( t ) = [vec(zc(m, 72, t ) ) , vec(dm, 71, t))lT w(t) = [vec(%(m, n, t ) ) , vec('uly(m, 12, t))lT (7) denoting transpose and vec(r(m,n,t)) an M Nwith element row vector defined as (i.e., stationary) and unknown. The noise voltages w(t),t = 1, . . . , T are independent with zero means and covariance matrix CT'I~MN. Furthermore, the signals are assumed to be uncorrelated with noise. Let Hankel matrix and (16) , at the bottom of this page be a K x ( N -K + 1)( 1 5 K 5 N )
Hankel block matrix. Ye(t), We,@) and Wey(t) are defined in the same way as Xe(t). Introduce vec(r(m, n1 t ) ) the enhanced covariance matrix defined in [ l l ] can be ex-
Then the array output has the vector form 
we can write 
B. Pencil-MUSIC [I11
The Pencil-MUSIC estimates [ l l ] are provided by the generalized eigenvalues of certain matrix pencils. Before describing the Pencil-MUSIC method, we define where * denotes conjugate.
R, a E[z(t)z*(t)] = A'E[s(t)s*(t)]A'*
In the next section, we will see that each MUSIC or Pencil-MUSIC estimate error can be expressed as the real or imaginary part of a complex quantity which has the same form as t ( t ) in Lemma 4. Combination of conclusions (1) and (2) gives the expression of estimate error variance and conclusion (3) indicates that the MUSIC and Pencil-MUSIC estimates are unbiased.
IV. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we will derive expressions for the variances of the MUSIC and Pencil-MUSIC estimates, by making use of Lemmas 1 and 4 developed in the previous section. I and the constant (zero-order perturbed) terms of the secondorder partial derivatives are given as follows (44) where ai is the short notation of a(Bi, $i, yi, 7;). Using (43)- (47) in (42), we obtain +2rlZA4z + 2r13A%21^14A% (48) with r k l representing the (k, l)th element of R,. 
-r r 2~~e {~L f f k H z , ' u i~L , l f , H , , l i ; > ) (56) with pFk = c~, J (~) T $ + C~, Z (~) T $ + C A ,~(~) T $ , Gtp and H,,
previously defined by (36) and (37), v i as defined in Theorem 1.
denotes the ith row of (A;All)-' AE(Jl2 -z,,lJl1) and c k , l ( i ) ( Z = 1 : 2 , 3 ) are given in Appendix F. Jl,.1 = 1 , 2 , 3 , j = 1, 2, are selection matrices to represent the relations between Ukj and U,, and defined in Appendix G.
Let AF1 = F t -Ft(Ft and F l are defined by (28) and (29) Using Sm{zl} = iini{z~} = iRe{zlz; -z1z2} and Lemma 4, the conclusion on the variances can be verified in a similar manner to that in Theorem 1.
0
The theoretical analysis for the cases that are not covered by Theorem 2 is currently under investigation. estimates of d1 and 41 however, as Ay is larger than lo", the deviations are monotonically decreasing functions of Ay. It is interesting to note that the deviation of the estimates of q1 increases drastically when Ay approaches 90". The reason is that if y = 0" and YO", 17 becomes ambiguous, the deviation of its estimate takes large value as Ay approaches 90". Fig. 2 shows deviations of the angle and polarization estimates for the first signal when ( 0 1 , 4 1 . n ) = (40", 40". 45"), with polarization difference Aq varying from 0" to 180". figure, we found that it is due to the relatively "large" angle separation. Fig. 3 shows theoretical deviations of the polarization estimates for the first signal, as a function of angle separations when (0i,4i, 7 1 ) = (40°, 40°, 45"), ( Q 2 ; 4 2 , ~2 ) = (40" + A,40" + A,45"), 771 = -;Ay, 772 = ;Ay, with polarization di8erence A77 varying from 0" to 180" and angle separation A = lo, 5", 9". It can be seen that when A is 5" or go, the deviations of the Pencil-MUSIC polarization estimates are stable over the whole range of AV; on the other hand, when A is decreased to lo, the accuracies of the Pencil-MUSIC polarization estimates improve with the increase of AV. with angle separation A varying from 1" to 40". In this case, the deviations for the two signals do not follow the same pattem. The deviations for the first signals decrease as A increases. However, the deviations of the estimates of 6'2, 7 2 and 772 decrease with the increase of A for small A, but increase with the increase of A for large A. This observation can be explained as follows. When A is small, two signals are closely spaced, an increase in angle separation helps improve the accuracies of the estimates of 02, 4 2 , 7 2 and 712. When A is large, two signals &e well separated, the deviations for the second signal are much like that for one signal case. Since 02 = arcsin{.}, the sensitivity of 02 is nearly infinity when 0 is close to 90". From 4 2 = arctan{.}, the sensitivity of 4 2 is nearly zero when q 5~ is close to 90". When ( 0 2 , 4 2 ) = (go", go"), y2 and 772 are ambiguous, so the -lo"), (6'2, 4 2 , 7 2 , 772) = (45" + A, 45" + A , 45", IO"), 
E[s(t)sH(t)] =
we will call p the correlation magnitude and d the correlation phase.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the deviations of the angle and polarization estimates for varying correlation magnitude (phase = 0') and varying phase (magnitude = 1) respectively when (01.4i171,771.) = (40°.4~01450. -goo), (02.42.72.772) = (45", 45". 45". 90"). The deviations of the MUSIC estimates are, in this case, very close to those of the Pencil-MUSIC estimates since polarization differences were set at large values.
Finally, we note that the polarization estimates of the MUSIC method tend to be more accurate than those of the Pencil-MUSIC method when the angle andor polarization separations are small, but otherwise the MUSIC and the Pencil-MUSIC have comparable performance (while the latter is always more efficient in computation).
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have studied the MUSIC and Pencil-MUSIC methods for finding 2-D angles and polarizations based on a rectangular array of crossed dipoles. In particular, we have obtained a closed form expression for the estimation accuracy of the two methods, compared the performance of the two methods via analysis and simulation, and revealed a number of new insights into the two methods. This study also represents another novel application of several statistical principles as previously applied in [9] , [ 121-[ 181. 
is, = [l,Ptl'..,P,
and @ defined by (14). Before we prove Theorem B 1, we need the following result. 
Note that [ezs,. eys,lT is not a null vector (otherwise there will be 1 -1 signals), therefore cs, = 0; if s, = 2, we have 0. This completes the proof. If (a) is not satisfied, it is easy to prove that A is rank deficient. This fact tells us that using arrays of crossed dipoles, the eigendecomposition-based techniques can not be applied for cases of more than two signals with identical 2-D arriving angle pairs. the relation between ws(t) and w(t) can be expressed as [F,(i,) (82) which is conclusion ( I ) of Lemma 2.
Conclusion (2) can be similarly proved.
APPENDIX D
Proof ($Lemma 3: Let c k ( 7 ) and w,(i) be the ith elements of ck and ws(t) respectively for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, and sin 8, cos 8, cos2 4%(T2 -t a n 4,)
A, cos 8, + T , sin 8, cos 8, cos 4,(~, -t a n 4,) t a n 4, -A, cos 0% '' = c o s~, ( T , -t a n d , ) ' Proof: To simplify the notation, the subscript will be Thus t a n y omitted. = has the same meaning as defined in Lemma 1 . t a n ? = -?.. -z t a n y ( 1 + ( c o t y + t a n y ) A y ) and exp{jAri} z 1 +jail, we have AA tall 9 -= -cxp{.ja7]} -1
A t a n y = (cot y + tali ?)Ay + jar/.
Using c k , l to replace the coefficients in (97), (98), (105) and (106) + AT( x cos I 9 -t,an 4) J~,=IZ@(~ ... Inserting (97) and (98) (1 12) (with its ( 1 , 1 + JK)th elements equal to 1, for 2 = 1, 2, . . .,
@I.]]

J K ) .
